INSPIRING PERFORMANCE
The Campaign for Houston Grand Opera

THE BEST AND THE BRIGHTEST
BROUGHT TO YOU BY HGO DONORS

magine you are sitting in the audience of
the Brown Theater. TI1e lights dim, and
your heart begins to race with the thrill
that always hits you just before the conductor
raises the baton. The curtain rises, and
onstage, basked in light, stands the leading
soprano, ready to transport you and your 2,000
neighbors to another world for the next three
hours. You take in the painstakingly designed
set before focusing on the singer's beautiful
costume and finally her face. When her voice
begins to fill the darkness, your excitement
is mingled with a note of pride as you realize
that you were the one who made her presence
possible. This is the memorable experience of
an HGO main-stage artist lUlderwriter.
At HGO, we never forget that every aspect
of our work, from the supertitles projected
above the stage to the HGOco teaching artists
who engage with conununities throughout
Houston, can only happen through the
tremendous generosity of Ollf friends and
donors. Even during seasons of record-breaking
attendance-and we have been fortunate
in recent years-ticket revenue makes up a
relatively small percentage of our income. HGO
must rely on donor contributions for seventy
percent of our annual operating expenses.
Main-stage artist underwriting is a giving
opportunity that allows donors to contribute
to HGO's artistic work in a direct and tangible
way-by financially supporting an individual
artist in a production or series of productions.
Opera is an expensive art form to produce,
and HGO is conunitted to providing Houston
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audiences with the highest-quality opera
available anywhere. TI1e main-stage artist
underwriting initiative, which has its roots in
the longstanding HGO Studio underwriting
program, helps to guarantee that HGO can
continue to bring to Houston the best and
brightest talent that opera has to offer.
Artist underwriter contributions support
artist contract fees, housing, and other
expenses. For Mathilda and Michael Cochran,
longtime subscribers who underwrote HGO
Studio alumna and 2013 Cardiff Singer of the
World Jamie Barton as Fricka in last season's
Das Rheingold, the decision to focus their
giving on a specific artist came easily.
Says Mathilda, "I've been an HGO trustee
for several years, so I've had the opportunity
to learn about the company's operations from
the financial side. My husband [Michael] and I
have been so impressed by how responsibly and
efficiently HGO is run-all while consistently
producing marvelous opera. We usually
designate our annual gift to general support and
trust that HGO will use it wisely.
"But last year marked tl1e first-ever
Houston production of Wagner's Ring cycle,
and we m1derstood the magnitude of the event,
for both the company and the city. When [HGO
Managing Director] Perryn Leech asked us to
support Jamie, it seemed natural to increase our
giving level and dedicate our contribution in
that direction:'
HGO donors Jack Roth and Liz Grimm
also folmd the Ring to be the right project
to begin supporting a main-stage artist.
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